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Air Pump
The replacement of the current pump with a new peristaltic pump that are fitted with a
flow regulator as well as a non-return valve, is a much more constant system. The result
is a completely stable flow of air as well as air pressure, giving consistent foam.

Milk Foamer
The newly developed milk foamer has been a result of countless hours of testing. The
improved design includes a longer and more complex maze, which the milk and steam
has to pass through. This yields much smoother, stable as well as homogenised foam.
The outlet spout itself is also redesigned, so the flow visually is more appealing.
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Flush Water Separation
The patented system, that cleans the milk tubes
after each drink and thus prevents build-up of
milk residue in the lines (with unsanitary milk
lines that bursts), is extremely effective. The
next generation will feature a double nonreturn valve system that divides the milk and
flush water, so that these do no crosscontaminate.
This means no thinning of the milk as well a
more precise dispense of the milk volume, as
the valves greatly improve the suction time
after an idle period.
Also needed is an upgrade of the Slave-board,
which changes the speed on the return cycle of
the pump, ensuring the milk line is completely
clear of water after the rinse and that it sends
all the rinsing-water into the drain fast and
effectively.

Flush Water Regulator
A flush water regulator is introduced to ensure
a constant flow of flush water, no matter if the
water pressure at the installation site is high or
low. This prevents the inconstant amount of
flush water and warrants a steady drink, every
time.

Temperature Adjust preset
We have implemented an adjust preset, that changes the global settings of the milk
temperature, by either slowing or increasing the speed of the milk pump, which will
result in a relative temperature alteration to the factory setting.
It also takes into account the higher/lower flowrate/sec
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